Highlighting Cancer Cells with Halochromic Switches.
Halochromic coumarin-oxazine prefluorophores and targeting folate ligands can be connected covalently to the side chains of amphiphilic polymers. The resulting macromolecular constructs assemble into nanoparticles in aqueous environments. The prefluorophores do not produce any detectable fluorescence at neutral pH, but are converted into fluorophores with intense visible emission at acidic pH. Protonation opens the oxazine heterocycle to shift bathochromically the coumarin absorption and activate fluorescence with a brightness per nanoparticle approaching 5 × 105 M-1 cm-1. This value translates into a 170-fold enhancement relative to the isolated fluorophores dissolved in organic solvent. The folate ligands direct these multicomponent constructs into acidic intracellular compartments of folate-positive cells, where the prefluorophores switch to the corresponding fluorophores and produce fluorescence. The pH-induced activation of the signaling units ensures negligible background fluorescence from the extracellular matrix, which instead limits considerably the contrast accessible with model systems incorporating conventional nonactivatable fluorophores. Furthermore, no intracellular fluorescence can be detected when the very same measurements are performed with folate-negative cells. Nonetheless, control experiments demonstrate that the covalent connection of the prefluorophores to the polymer backbone of the amphiphilic constructs is essential to ensure selectivity. Model systems with prefluorophores noncovalently encapsulated cannot discriminate folate-positive from -negative cells. Thus, our structural design for the covalent integration of activatable signaling units and targeting ligands within the same nanostructured assembly together with the photophysical properties engineered into the emissive components offer the opportunity to highlight cancer cells selectively with high brightness and optimal contrast.